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It dawned on me as I
walked in the door of my
house last week. My family
was watching a YouTube clip. The video was
streaming onto our iPad, then being projected
on the wall via AirPlay and Apple TV. Seen from
even the recent past, the way my family was
consuming media was downright space-age. They
were watching a cover of Earth, Wind & Fire’s
“September” by the San Francisco musical duo
Pomplamoose. The scenario was a smorgasbord
for future-of-media prognosticators: a DIY
musical phenomenon capturing tens of millions
of viewers through an open distribution channel,
curated by my wife, wirelessly projected off a
tablet. Meet the Jetsons.
Today it seems like everybody is talking about
the future of media — especially here in San
Francisco, where change is like oxygen. Elevator
pitches like “We are reinventing communication
for teens on mobile devices” are the Bay Area
equivalent of Hollywood’s log lines. From the gold
rush to Haight-Ashbury, from Xerox PARC to
Chez Panisse, from Google to Pixar, the audacity
to conceive and commercialize what’s next is what
sustains the area.
At SAY, we live and breathe that change.
And while a print publication may feel like a
throwback for a ﬁrm rooted in online media, it’s
part of our process. It’s a way for us to pause,
consider and document our thoughts and
observations as we map our future in media.
Today we are witnessing nothing short of
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
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a fundamental reshaping of the vertical media
ecosystem. The force of passionate, independent
creators, empowered by technology, is changing
how people are inspired, how audiences are
created and how brands need to market. We think
it will take a new kind of creative, technologydriven media company to realize the opportunity.
As Andrew Anker observes in “The Curator Is
You” (p. 23), “The modern media company must
be visionary; it must have the ability to predict
change and shape its medium rather than follow
along. Every successful media company has had
its modern media moment, when it sat at the
vanguard of change.”
It’s also going to require an understanding
of what doesn’t change. Watching Pomplamoose,
my kids weren’t thinking about how they got the
music video on the wall. They couldn’t have cared
less. Instead, they were turned on by the duo’s
passion and creativity, by the music. And that’s
what I keep coming back to as we plot our path
forward. What really matters is genuine quality:
authentic self-expression reﬁned with craft and
the community that grows around it.
At SAY we’re focused on discovering and
supporting quality voices. We’re enabling them
with a media platform to make them more
successful and ﬁnding ways to integrate brands in
ways that make the system work for everyone. So
while the ways we consume media will continue
to change, we’re keeping quality and authenticity
as our touchstones. We’re seizing our modern
media moment, and we’re thankful that you’re
here with us.

Troy Young is president of SAY Media. His credentials are solid. He has invested the
last ﬁve years of his life working with amazing people to make SAY. The project is not
ﬁnished but taking shape. He has three kids, two dogs and a few bikes.
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LOCAL NATIVES
SAY Media’s SXSW Interactive Party
Speakeasy Lounge, Austin, TX | March 14, 2011

Approximately 1,400 miles away
from home, these Los Angeles
natives showed no signs of
homesickness at SAY Media’s
SXSW Interactive party in Austin.
Fanboys and girls alike came out
to swoon for this talented quintet
of mustachioed indie rockers. The
band rocked, as did the party ...
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BY NIERO GONZALEZ
Yanier Niero Gonzalez is the mad genius behind Destructoid,
a popular independent gaming site that reaches more than
3 million people each month. The thought of just ﬁve gaming
gadgets gives him vertigo, but when pressed to be selective,
he picks the following.

Nintendo DS Lite
The Nintendo 3DS is hands down the best handheld
gaming console the company has ever made. That said,
I’m not hooked on any 3-D games and the battery life
stinks. I’d rather be stuck with a DS Lite. It has a longer
battery life, a bigger screen and more color options —
and it plays the best DS games without the terrible 3DS
up-sampling. If I must have a 3DS, beam me ﬁve years into
the future. Until then, bury me with my ugly DS Lite.
(Amazon.com, $129)

MacBook Pro
For me, the MacBook Pro is like Excalibur. Forged
with eight gigs of RAM and dual-wielding OS X
and Windows (a la VirtualBox), this silver bullet
runs my games, my life and my business. I also
appreciate that it doesn’t look like a man purse
or a Trapper Keeper.
(Apple.com, $1,199 and up)

First Generation PlayStation 3
HDMI. Netﬂix. 3-D. Music. Photos. Free multiplayer. Social.
Blu-Ray. Demos. Etc. The “George Foreman” PlayStation 3
(a moniker given for its curved design) really does do
“everything” — because it’s the only model with the PS2
and PS One backward-compatible chipset. These old
George Foreman PS3s are still somewhat pricey because
of scarcity, but they’re totally worth it if you love those
classics and want to see them in glorious up-scaled 1080p
and optical 5.1 surround sound.
(still available on eBay)

Ion Drum Rocker
I’ll never be a rock star. My ass looks terrible in spandex. Still, I love
the idea of playing music with my friends and hitting things. For
guys like me, there’s the Ion Drum Rocker drum set for “Rock Band”
— an alternative to the game’s plastic drum set that my household
enthusiastically destroyed in no time. I don’t think I’ll ever master it,
but I can fake it pretty well.
(Ionaudio.com, $240 new, or Craigslist, $100 used)
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“Phantasy Star II”
Sega’s “Phantasy Star II” was one of the ﬁrst games
that dared to show what happened when friends,
families, governments and even ecosystems betray
each other, and it was among the ﬁrst titles (spoiler
ahead) that killed off a playable character in a shocking
plot twist. I wasn’t shocked when games ﬁnally outsold
Hollywood last year. And I can’t wait until the masses
realize that a video game can make them cry.
(Nintendo Virtual Console for Wii or Genesis/MegaDrive
cartridge, eBay, ~$25)

PERSPECTIVES

Anarchy in
Palo Alto
Would the Sex Pistols have
had a fan page?
If the Sex Pistols and their punk rock brethren
taught us anything, it was to take aim at our
culturally entrenched power structures — and
ﬁre. Right now, we’re not talking about the British
monarchy or free-market capitalism but a cultural
institution of another sort: the Silicon Valley
“untouchable” and everyone’s favorite social
network — Facebook.
But why should we be worried about Facebook?
It’s not evil; it connects friends and communities
(600 million strong!) across the world with pithy
status updates, photos and Like buttons. Everyone
and everything is on Facebook, from bands to the
corner coffee shop and every brand on the planet, all
with the hope of reaching the viral promised land.
But while everyone is driving audience to Facebook,
too few seem to be taking stock of the repercussions.

Sure, Facebook has ventured out into the
“open Web” to make it more personal and
connected (e.g., Facebook Connect, the Like
button and, more recently, Facebook Comments).
But beyond the outwardly social elements of
Facebook’s connectivity platform lurks what Todd
Sawicki, chief revenue ofﬁcer of Cheezburger
Network, calls a “data Trojan horse.” According
to a recent article by digiday:Daily’s Brian
Morrissey, aptly titled “Fearing Facebook,” more
and more publishers are choosing not to carry
Facebook’s omnipresent Like buttons out of
concern that they’re being used by Facebook to
collect more data on their audiences.
But for publishers, it’s a double-edged sword.
On the one hand, they’re worried about Facebook
hijacking their readers’ attention and interaction.
On the other hand, they’re seeing an increasing
portion of their trafﬁc coming from social media,
with Facebook leading the way. Meanwhile,
more and more people are moving their everyday
communications with friends and family to Facebook.
“Email me” has turned into “Facebook me.”
En masse, consumers are willingly handing
over the keys to their personal lives to Facebook,
and only Facebook. As a result, longstanding
and dependable modes of communication are

quickly becoming irrelevant. This is the standard
evolution of things in our highly technologized
culture, but to empower one company on such a
massive, global scale is unprecedented.
While Facebook’s contributions to our
digital culture are many, its unfettered growth
is quickly encroaching on the open Web. It’s
a private company in control of a centralized
platform that sets the rules for what users and
developers can do within its walled garden. As
this platform becomes the de facto standard for
communication and sharing, the reins of the open
Web will be handed to Facebook, no questions
asked. Yet, the angst-ridden youth of today are
oddly quiet on this one. If Facebook and pop
music come wrapped in the same mainstream
cultural package — one that is palatable and
accessible to the masses — then where are
today’s Web punks? Where are the new media
rebels, the ones shouting “NO FUTURE FOR
YOU” to Facebook’s 600 million?
GET THE WEEKLY VENN!
The SAY newsletter is delivered weekly, featuring
our take on media, culture, Venn diagrams and the
occasional Sex Pistols reference.
Sign up to get it weekly by email at saymedia.com
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Jane Says ...
Magazine publishing icon Jane Pratt, creator of the
inﬂuential magazines Sassy and Jane, is embracing
the digital age by partnering with SAY Media for the
creation of xoJane.com, her new site for women,
which launched in May.
ane Pratt is everything you’d expect

J

magazines, Jane still stoically supports print,

from a woman who edited her ﬁrst

though as a true progressive — and realist — she

magazine at 24: dynamic, focused and

keenly embraces the digital medium. “There’s

commanding. Ten hours into a photo

part of me that likes to create something you can

shoot at the Clift Hotel in San Francisco, and

hold in your hand, but I love the interactivity

she’s unfazed and cordial, waxing lyrical about

of an online entity. I’ve always wanted readers

her latest project, xoJane.com.

to be a big part of what I did. Back with the

“I’ve been living and breathing the new site

“I’M ALWAYS ABOUT TRYING TO
REACH PEOPLE IN THE MOST

print magazines, it was possible but just really

nonstop. It's all about creating a place where

awkward. Now I can get instant feedback

women can gather and not feel like they have

and material — we are all part of the same

to please anyone else. They can be up front and

community. I like that the readers can give us

vulnerable, and it won’t matter.”

their insights and criticisms.”

With her new site, Jane says she wants to

Jane says she thinks print will stick around

encourage readers to try new things. “Though the

but in a different form. “There may be limited

main thing is establishing a dialogue with them

titles or whatever. I’d consider doing sponsored

I FEEL LIKE THE WEB IS JUST

and having them participate,” she says, “whether

print editions of xoJane.com, though I think

MORE ALIGNED TO WHERE I

that’s through reader submissions, comments or

digital will prevail.

INTIMATE WAY POSSIBLE, AND

WANT TO BE RIGHT NOW.”

live chat.”
Having devoted years to Sassy and Jane

“So much of what I did with Sassy, such
as the whole idea of using personal voices, is
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A new destination
and community for
modern women.
Jane Pratt and SAY are excited to launch
xoJane.com. The product of deep collaboration
between Jane, her editorial team and the team at
SAY, the site is a new destination and community
for modern women.
xoJane.com — like Jane herself — is fabulously real.
The site is full of fashion, beauty and celebrity, but
it also covers other issues relevant to a modern
woman’s life that are overlooked by most media
outlets. For example, xoJane.com will be the only
general-interest women’s site to cover technology
and sports. Because as Jane puts it, “women are
into those things.” xoJane.com is where women
go when they are being selﬁsh, and where their
selﬁshness is applauded. It’s not the place to ﬁnd
out how to please your husband, your mom, your
kids or your boss — it’s the place to indulge in what
makes you feel good.
The site also will take advantage of new
technology to deliver features such as “Jane’s
Phone,” where Jane will share photos, videos, texts
and glimpses into her life multiple times a day.

strongly linked to the concept of blogging. I’m

ideas and insights. It’s ultimately about a certain

time,” she conﬁdes, “though what’s different now

always about trying to reach people in the most

sensibility and voice that aligns these people with

is that instead of trying to ‘strike a balance,’ I’m

intimate way possible, and I feel like the Web is

the subjects they really care about.”

integrating the work I’m doing on the site into the

just more aligned with where I want to be right
now.”

When asked how xoJane.com compares
with other celebrity, beauty and gossip sites

rest of my life.”
Asked about her earliest memories and roots

Asked to deﬁne what type of woman she’s

that currently dominate the Web, she says it’s

of her career ambitions, she reveals that at the

targeting with xoJane.com, Jane says they are risk

less about being snarky and more about being

young age of 14 she decided she wanted to be a

takers who can take care of themselves. “They are

a positive place for people to connect with one

magazine publisher or editor. “I didn’t really know

selﬁsh, much more single than the audiences of

another.

what the job titles were back then, but I knew I

other sites. Not that getting married is terrible; it’s

Jane wants to encourage contributors and

wanted a job as the person who made decisions
about what would be in a magazine.”

just not a goal in itself. They are people who love

readers to go out and live their lives, and not get

life and are constantly changing, from their jobs to

stuck behind screens wondering what others

their hair color.”

are doing on their screens. “There is stuff that

Phillips Academy in Andover, Mass., and then

happens when you are physically with other

Oberlin College, where she received a degree

people that doesn’t happen otherwise.”

in communications. Her publishing career

Jane reveals that the new site also will tap
into her network of celebrity friends and contacts,
including Courteney Cox, Gwen Stefani and

On a personal level, Pratt’s workaholic

Raised in Durham, N.C., Jane attended

began with college internships at Rolling Stone

Michael Stipe (her daughter’s godfather). “Our site

approach sees her clocking long hours on

and Sportstyle, a Fairchild Publication. After

will serve as a forum for celebrities to convey their

xoJane.com. “I’m someone who works all the

graduating, she landed her ﬁrst job as assistant
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editor of McCall’s, and in 1986, she became an
associate editor of Teenage Magazine. From there,

“I WANT THIS TO BE THE
NO-BULLSHIT WOMEN’S SITE.

she went on to found Sassy.
Jane recalls giving a talk for the American

I’VE GATHERED AN AMAZING

Society of Magazine Editors. “They wanted me to
speak about editing Sassy at the age of 24. There

GROUP OF WOMEN, AND

was this real emphasis on the fact I had only left

WE’RE BUILDING A SITE THAT

college two years before. But it didn’t feel like it
happened that quickly at the time, it felt more

WE WANT TO READ.”

like it had been a hard road.”
Jane left Sassy in 1994; the title was sold
to Petersen Publishing six months later. She
regrouped with several former Sassy staffers to
form Jane, a lifestyle magazine for 18- to 34-yearold women, which debuted three years later. Its
ﬁrst cover featured actress Drew Barrymore.
Now a veteran of the industry, Jane has some
interesting insights into the current climate for
media, particularly media for women. “So much
of women’s media is still adhering to the same old
template,” she says and little has changed since
she entered the game.
“I’ve been in the business for 25 years now,
and there’s still the overriding message that
women should be landing a husband. Women are
always encouraged to please others — there isn’t
much of a celebration of the self.”
And it’s not just about the political message.
“Art direction and editorial slant are also still the
same. I saw a Cosmo cover the other day — ‘25
Things to Drive Him Wild.’ I remember seeing
that about 20 years ago. I think they’re just
sticking with what has worked for them in the
past. Since there are core threats to print now, in
the form of digital, these magazines are hanging
on to what they know.”
Jane promises something different with
xoJane.com. “I want to build individual voices
within the site for our contributors. We also will
aim for a more progressive aesthetic and design.
We’ll tackle fashion, style, beauty and music,
we want to do something new. And we’ll cover
other subjects that women love like technology
and sports. Those are things that other titles —
ofﬂine and online — don’t cover.”
Ultimately, Jane wants to do what she does
best: shake things up. “I want this to be the
no-bullshit women’s site. I’ve gathered an amazing
group of women and we’re building a site that we
want to read.”
ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Craig Stephens is a freelance writer based in Los Angeles. His work
has appeared in Rolling Stone, Esquire and Elle.

Photographs of Jane by Jason Madara
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Love Me.
Love My Media.
Hi, my name’s Michael,
and I’m a recovering media
monopolist.
While attending college in a small town in

shepherded in an explosion of what we call
“passion media,” the media created by and for
people with passion.
What we’re talking about isn’t “service

upstate New York, I managed distribution of The

journalism” or “robo-content;” this is the real

New York Times; the business was a franchise

deal: content created by people who are deeply

passed down from friend to friend over the years.

engaged in their category and care deeply about

I was the local paywall: at the beginning of

their audience. Passion media is created by

each semester, I’d set out a table in the student

people like Heidi Swanson, part of our SAY 100,

union, sign up every New Yorker who couldn’t

who writes about cooking at 101cookbooks.com.

live without their Op-Ed page, Arts & Leisure

Her site is home for an audience of passionate

section and Sunday Magazine to a semester-long

foodies (myself included) who love the recipes

subscription. Then every day, I (or one of the

she shares — and the stories that go with them.

cash-starved freshmen I’d outsourced the job to)

Passion media is the site Destructoid.com, where

would get up at 7 a.m. and deliver the papers to

Yanier Niero Gonzalez and his team of editors

dorm rooms and faculty ofﬁces.

cover console gaming like no one else and reach

Back then (in the far away 80s), our collective
media diet wasn’t terribly diverse. We were

an audience of 1.6 million die-hard gamers every
month.

dining on the big three networks and the early

And, of course, passion media is being

days of cable, enjoying between-meal snacks of

created by Jane Pratt, who arguably pioneered

magazines, and guzzling down draughts of local

passion media with her seminal magazine titles

newspapers and radio.

Sassy and Jane, and who partnered with SAY to

Fast forward 20-some-odd years, and we’re
grazing on a radically different diet.
Distribution channels have changed.

launch xoJane.com in May.
The media monopolies of 20 years ago (no
matter how small) have been replaced by people

Television’s no longer the “idiot box,” thanks to

and their passions. Passion media is where

Netﬂix, iTunes and Hulu. Local media’s changed

engaged consumers are spending their time; it’s

radically, thanks to what used to be a simple

where opinions are being shaped. This is why

email list started by a guy named Craig. And my

smart brands and marketers need to understand

former micro-monopoly is obviously now a relic,

what it is, where it is and how to use it. This isn’t

thanks to the Web and mobile technology.

just about being smarter buyers of fragmented

But more important, what media we consume

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

(and now pay for) The New York Times, it also

media; this is about partnering with today’s

has changed as much as how we consume it.

leading voices and being part of the conversations

The Web not only made it easier for us to get

that are happening at the center of culture.

Michael Sippey is vice president of artist development for SAY Media, and was vice
president of corporate development and product at Six Apart. He is also one of the
ﬁrst bloggers. Follow him on Twitter @sippey.
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Become the Center of
How Chrysler ignited conversation around its brand and the big game.

Notable, inﬂuential voices ignite
conversation around your brand.

INFLUENTIAL VOICES
Custom content, developed by experts,
creates an authentic conversation with
your audience.

Hall-of-famer Ronnie Lott lead the
conversation with other football greats.

CUSTOM EDITOR
& VIDEO CONTEN

NFL athletes wrote origina
sparked community comme
tailgate videos captured pa

Rich ad experiences maximize campaign
reach and drive deeper brand engagement.

Content and conversations are aggregated
in a social home to extend campaign life.

We use this formula to create custom event
packages that help brands engage passionate
audiences around the world.

2011

14
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TORONTO INT’L FILM FESTIVAL
SPORTS
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RIAL
NT

al articles that
entary. Exclusive
assionate fans.

WINTER
HOLIDAY FOOD
& ENTERTAINING
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ADFRAMES PLATFORM

SOCIAL MEDIA HUB

Killer ad experiences drove massive
reach and attention.

A branded destination housed all
content and social activity.

2012
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CONSUMER TECH
CES
SUPER BOWL
SUNDANCE
OSCARS

MARCH MADNESS
TECH B2B
GOLF MAJORS
NHL STANLEY CUP

OLYMPICS
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WHEN YOU'RE THIS PASSIONATE
ABOUT YOUR CAT, IT’S FOREVER.
Catster is a top online destination for cat enthusiasts that
provides content to an active and engaged community.
The site is part of an award-winning group of pet-focused
sites that attract almost 15 million visitors annually.
SAY is delighted to have the Catster team join us as we
continue to build a modern media company.

Online
Voices
That
Shape
Opinion
By Michael Sippey

Quick: How many different
LCD screens did you glance
at yesterday? I bet you can’t
even begin to count.
They’re in our walls, on our desks, in our
pockets, elevators, cars, building lobbies and
checkout lines at the grocery store. These screens
deliver messages through streaming news feeds,
real-time alerts and even life-sized advertising
experiences (been to a mall lately?). Like Madge
used to say in the old Palmolive ads, we’re
soaking in it, where the “it” is media. And if we’re
constantly soaking in it, how can we separate
signal from noise?
Here’s the secret: We do it with people. As
the quantity of messages we receive goes up,
we turn to voices we trust to ﬁnd the signal

in all the noise. This can mean friends, of
course, of both the Facebook and non-Facebook
variety. But thanks to the explosion of blogs and
passionate creators, we also can turn to authentic,
knowledgeable voices online that create engaging
content, drive conversation and shape opinion.
The SAY 100 is a collection of those voices.
We want to highlight the fact that media is
changing and the power to shape opinion is
shifting from the faceless editorial voice of “The
Magazine” or “The Newspaper” to individuals,
many of whom are taking advantage of simple
technology to create their own properties and
build their own media brands. The best way to
highlight that change is to show who we’re talking
about.
When we brainstormed about how to create
the SAY 100, we had a couple of different
options. On the one hand, we could have gone
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A useful guide to where inﬂuence lives now.

We worked with 10 experts
in 10 categories and asked
them to pick the sites and
voices they love and listen to.

Headlines from the SAY 100’s
latest posts and Tweets.

New curators and voices will
be added throughout the year.

Our curators' take on why
these voices matter.

BUSINESS

FOOD

DESIGN

STYLE

THOUGHT LEADERS

Seth Godin / Seth’s Blog
Scott Adams / The Scott Adams Blog
Brian Clark / Copyblogger
Sasha Dichter / Sasha Dichter’s Blog
Mark Frauenfelder / Boing Boing
John Jantsch / Duct Tape Marketing
Staci Kramer / paidcontent.org
Hugh Macleod / Gaping Void
Garr Reynolds / Presentation Zen
David Meerman Scott / Web Ink Now
Chris Turner / Springwise

Amanda Hesser / food52
Shauna James Ahern / Gluten-Free Girl & the Chef
Mark Bittman / Mark Bittman
David Chang / Momofuku
Barry Estabrook / Politics of the Plate
Dorie Greenspan / Dorie Greenspan
Marion Nestle / Food Politics
Keiko Oikawa / Nordljus
Heidi Swanson / 101 Cookbooks
Aki Kamozawa & H. Alexander Talbot / Ideas in Food
Molly Wizenberg / Orangette

Tina Roth Eisenberg / swissmiss
James / Found By James
Joy Deangdeelert Cho / Oh Joy!
Stu Constantine / Core77
Jaime Derringer / Design Milk
Folkert Gorter / But Does it Float
Irene Hoofs Bloesem / Bloesem Living
Daniel Howells / Site Inspire
Will Hudson / It’s Nice That
Zem Joaquin / ecofabulous
Maria Popova / Brain Pickings

Jane Pratt / xoJane.com
Roxana Altamirano / Nerd Boyfriend
Ari Seth Cohen / Advanced Style
Garance Doré / Garance Doré
Laia Garcia / geometricsleep.
Tavi Gevinson / Style Rookie
Bryan Grey-Yambao / bryanboy
Serah-Marie McMahon / Worn Fashion Journal
Scott Schuman / The Sartorialist
Elizabeth Spiridakis / White Lightning
Jesse Thorn / Put This On

Clay Shirky / Shirky.com
Danah Boyd / danah boyd | apophenia
Nicholas Carr / Rough Type
Tyler Cowen / Marginal Revolution
Sady Doyle / Tiger Beatdown
Richard Lipton / Gödel’s Lost Letter P=NP
Irshad Manji / Irshad Manji
Ory Okolloh / Kenyan Pundit
Tom Slee / Whimsley
Baratunde Thurston / Baratunde.com
Ethan Zuckerman / My Heart’s in Accra

ENTERTAINMENT

GAMING

PARENTING

TECHNOLOGY

TRAVEL

Rich Juzwiak / fourfour
Fresh / Crunk & Disorderly
Derrick Beckles / TV Carnage
Gabe Delahaye / Videogum
Tracie Egan / Jezebel
Vic Holtreman / Screen Rant
Richard Lawson / Gawker
Ben Mandelker / B-Side Blog
Tracie Potochnik / Television Without Pity
Peter Robinson / Pop Justice
Chris Weingarten / Sound of the City

Jeff Katz / Geek Week
Keen & Graev / Keen & Graev’s Gaming Blog
Leigh Alexander / Sexy Videogame Land
Wilhelm Arcturus / The Ancient Gaming Noob
Eric Bratcher / Games Radar
Ben Fritz / Company Town
Christopher Grant / Joystiq
Kiala Kazebee / Nerdist
Yanier Niero Gonzalez / Destructoid
Tony Rice / Button Mashing
Jim Rossignol / RockPaperShotgun

Dana Wood / Momover
Heather Armstrong / Dooce
Gabrielle Stanley Blair / Design Mom
Gina Crosley-Corcoran / The Feminist Breeder
Asha Dornfest / Parent Hacks
Ree Drummond / The Pioneer Woman
Maggie May Ethridge / Flux Capacitor
Eden M. Kennedy / Fussy
Myles McDonnell / You Know, For Kids
Ellen Seidman / Love That Max
Esther Van De Paal / Babyccino Kids

Stuart Miles / Pocket-lint.com
Rory Cellan-Jones / BBC - dot.Rory
Stuart Dredge / Mobile Entertainment
Zach Epstein / Boy Genius Report
Dan Frommer / Silicon Alley Insider
Aleks Krotoski / Guardian.co.uk
Ben Parr / Mashable
Nilay Patel / Engadget
Tom Warren / Winrumors
Seth Weintraub / 9to5Mac
Eric M. Zeman / Phone Scoop

Nick Clarke / Hg2 - A Hedonist’s Guide
Mark Ashley / Upgrade: Travel Better
Richard Branson / Virgin
Tyler Brûlé / Fast Lane
Simon Calder / The Independent
Beverley Fearis / Travelmole
A.A. Gill / The Sunday Times
Edward Hasbrouck / The Practical Nomad
Wendy Perrin / Perrin Post
Brett Snyder / Cranky Flier
Bill Tikos / The Cool Hunter
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with the algorithmic approach and used
tools like Klout or Twinﬂuence or scraped
Quora to ﬁnd people with a bunch of
upvoted answers. But we didn’t want to
reduce the power, skill and art of creating
great content and engaging communities to
a simple number.
On the other hand, we could have just
picked the list ourselves. After all, we’re
smart, attractive and interesting people
— or at least we like to think we are. And
we all have great lists of sites we read and
people we follow.
But instead, we went back to the core
question and asked ourselves: “What people
shape our opinions? And wouldn’t it be
interesting to let them create a list of people
who shape their opinions?” So instead
of plucking 100 creators out of our own
bookmarks, Twitter lists and RSS readers,
we worked with 10 experts in 10 categories,
asked them to pick the sites and voices they
love and listen to.
We couldn’t be happier with the results.
You probably know and love some of the
voices listed here, such as Hugh MacLeod
of Gaping Void, one of Seth Godin’s picks in

“AS THE QUANTITY OF
MESSAGES WE RECEIVE
GOES UP, WE TURN TO
VOICES WE TRUST TO
FIND THE SIGNAL IN ALL
THE NOISE.”
Business, or Tavi Gevinson of Style Rookie,
one of Jane Pratt’s picks in Style. But
others will be new to you, such as Irshad
Manji, who Clay Shirky picked in Thought
Leaders, or Will Hudson of It’s Nice That,
who Tina Roth Eisenberg picked in Design.
We built the site to let you explore and
discover the voices that are shaping opinion
online. Our channel curators wrote brief
notes about why these voices matter, and
where possible, we’ve brought in headlines
of their latest posts and their latest Tweets,
so you can click over to their site and engage
with their content directly.
Because media is always changing, we’ll
be updating the SAY 100 over the course of
the year with new voices in each channel,
new curators helping us pick the channel
and even brand new channels.

WHAT DOES

INFLUENCE
MEAN TO YOU?
We asked the SAY 100 curators what inﬂuence
means to them. Here’s what they told us.

“Inﬂuence is the word equivalent of one of those laser-beam
pointer thingamajigs, allowing a trusted voice — with an
unimpeachable taste level — to basically free-range vet the
world. (Or at least one little pocket of the world.) Big, big props
to whip-smart, free-range vetters!”
Dana Wood, author of Momover: The New Mom’s Guide to Getting It Back
Together

“Inﬂuence means credibility or respect. Social media has
magniﬁed this to the nth degree. There’s no better feeling than
introducing something you think is cool to other people and
having them respond positively to it and say, ‘Yeah, you’re right.
This IS cool.’”
Jeff Katz, founder of Geekweek.com

“Inﬂuence to me means the power to change people’s decisions.
It’s like ‘Inception’ the movie, but for real.”
Stuart Miles, founder and editor of Pocket-lint

“Inﬂuence means getting people to check out something against
their better judgment.”
Amanda Hesser, Founder of Food52

“Inﬂuence means everything to me. If you believe the adage
that states, ‘There are no new ideas’ (and I do), you must
acknowledge those who set the groundwork for your own
creativity. And this goes for absolutely everyone — as the
composer Ned Rorem said of the Beatles, ‘Genius doesn’t lie
in not being derivative, but in making right choices instead of
wrong ones.’ I used the SAY Entertainment list to document my
right choices (the work of Derrick Beckles, Tracie Potochnik and
Ben Mandelker profoundly shaped my own). That’s the other
crucial part of inﬂuence: acknowledging it and giving respect
where it is due.”
Rich Juzwiak, founder of fourfour
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Wait ... you mean most people don't

REACH

With click-through rates below 0.1%, why do marketers still optimize

Another damn banner.
Are you really making an impression?
Sometimes it’s hard to tell online. If you’re
not sure they are seeing it, why are you
paying so much?

Start calibrating your digital
media spend on more relevant
measures.
SAY understands the consumer journey
and helps brands maximize every media
touch point. We guarantee impressions and
engagement to get you noticed. And we
know that branded content, interactions and
conversation drive brand equity beyond the
life of the campaign. We deliver measurable
results across the entire spectrum.

Hmm, that’s interesting.
Now you’ve got a heartbeat. How
are you making it easy and rewarding
to engage with your brand?

This is worth my time.
You’ve got them where you want them.
How do you provide a valuable content
experience that actually sells?
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click on banners and buy things?
around this measure?

Check this. It’s
awesome.
Make them see themselves
in the content. How do
you provide ways to make
sharing valuable?

There’s a human behind
that banner who is
just like you.

I want to know more.
Actions matter. How do you get them
to take the next step – ﬁnd a location,
download a whitepaper, take a test drive?
What is the right measure for intent?

INVOLVEMENT
SAY Magazine / Summer 2011
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PERSPECTIVES

The Curator Is You
Welcome to the people’s digital revolution.
Throughout my career in the media industry,
I’ve seen huge change — the deregulation of the
cable industry in 1984, the removal of limits on
radio and TV station ownership (which resulted
in the large media conglomerates we know today),
the repeal of ﬁnancial interest and syndication
rules, and the greatest disruptor of our age, the
Internet. It’s clear that media has always been
about change. New technologies, government
regulation and deregulation, changing social
patterns — media has transformed itself more
than just about any other industry we know.
In my mind, a “modern media” company must
be visionary — it must have the ability to predict
change and shape its medium rather than follow
along. Every successful media company has had
its modern media moment, when it sat at the
vanguard of change.
So what is changing now? Social technologies
transform how we consume media, and
ubiquitous devices empower everyone to be a
content creator. Every medium exists at the
intersection of content and distribution, but today
both are changing so rapidly and fundamentally
that media will never be the same.
Quite simply, people are the new content,
and their inﬂuence is the new distribution.
Editors are still important, but they offer only
one voice in our media diet. Television and
newspapers aren’t going away, but Twitter,
Facebook and blogs have become at least as
important in terms of content discovery.
Technology development has a long history of
ABOUT THE AUTHOR

disrupting media. Let’s take a look back to recent
history for the most relevant examples.
At the beginning of my career, I saw
television have its modern media moment. At
the time, the market share of ABC, NBC and
CBS — while lower than the 90 percent peak of
the 1970s — was still dominant. The networks

“PEOPLE ARE THE NEW
CONTENT, AND THEIR
INFLUENCE IS THE NEW
DISTRIBUTION.”
wanted to protect their FCC licenses rather than
break new ground in programming, and large
segments of the audience went unserved. But
technologies such as cable and VCRs, as well as
government deregulation, began to break down
this oligopoly.
A few modern day media moguls such as Ted
Turner and Rupert Murdoch saw the potential
to change television and led the charge. They
bought undervalued content libraries (MGM
and Fox, respectively) and directly attacked
the established oligopoly with more diverse
programming. Fox launched a fourth broadcast
network aimed at urban markets, and Turner
reinvented television news — and invented
the 24-hour news cycle — with CNN. We are
now used to the multichannel world of multiple
broadcast networks and dozens of interesting
cable networks because people want media that
speaks directly to them. But it took a modern

media moment to realize that.
Cable turned three major channels into
30, and then 500. But the Internet created an
inﬁnite number of channels. And that changed
everything.
In the early days of the Internet, discovery
became the killer app. With so much content,
search became the dominant method for ﬁnding
what was interesting. Yahoo and Google became
the TV Guide for the Internet and reaped a
disproportionate share of the value.
But as the Internet has matured, we’ve seen
a fundamental shift away from the value of a
search engine and toward the content itself. The
rise of blogs, Twitter and Facebook has played
an important part in that shift. When I need to
ﬁnd something speciﬁc, search engines rock.
But when I want to be entertained — which is
ultimately why we all consume media — my
friends do a much better job of telling me what’s
interesting than an algorithm.
And so, here’s our current modern media
moment. My friends are my content creators,
my curators and my programming directors. I
see media through their ﬁlters, and I ﬁlter theirs
in return. People are the new content, and their
inﬂuence is the new distribution.
SAY Media believes we are witnessing a
fundamental shift in how people consume media,
and we aim to represent the vanguard of this new
movement. We have a long history of helping
content creators realize their vision and have a
strong belief in the power of their voices.

Andrew Anker is senior vice president of corporate development for SAY Media. He helped raise the startup capital for Wired magazine and
was appointed its ﬁrst CTO in early 1994. While at Wired, he created HotWired, which introduced the Web ad banner and the ﬁrst model for
advertising on the Internet.
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BY ZEM JOAQUIN
Zem Joaquin is the founder and CEO of ecofabulous.com,
a top resource for eco-friendly home, fashion, beauty
and lifestyle choices. Named a top online resource for
living and shopping green by Martha Stewart’s Whole
Living magazine and listed No. 15 on Women’s Health
magazine’s list of the 100 Most Useful Sites on the Web,
ecofabulous is the authority on stylish, sustainable living.

ToeSox with Grip
I do pilates three
times per week, so I
have three pairs of
these organic cotton
grippers in different
colors for my
different moods (one
has the toes cut off
for hotter temps).
(Toesox.com, $15)
Organic Spring Jasmine
My husband and I start every morning
with this glorious tea.
(Mightyleaf.com, $9.95)

Eco Briefcase
Plaid Doctrine’s bags boast outer fabric made from
recycled polyester and vegetable-tanned leather trim,
plus this laptop carrier called the Eco Briefcase easily
slips over my rolling suitcase for business trips that are
stylish, organized and compartmentalized.
(Plaiddoctrine.com, $449)

Pad Stash
Speak Nau … and forever hold your iPad. With
the Pad Stash, I’ve ﬁnally found a sublimely chic,
fabulously functional, recycled wool carrier.
(Nau.com, $75)
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Mink Gorilla
Handcrafted in Italy of organic cotton and
linen with a corn and natural rubber sole, these
petroleum-free beauties are a simple, sexy way
to usher in the warmer weather.
(Minkshoes.com, email for prices)

Pomegranate Firming
Facial Care
Weleda’s new anti-aging
pomegranate line keeps me
looking young and fresh — or
at least gives me the illusion
that it is doing so.
(Weleda.com, $19 and up)

PERSPECTIVES

Why No One Is
Watching Your Ads
There’s a war going on over the future of television but not
among corporate titans. In this battle, the viewing audience
ﬁred the ﬁrst shot and continues to inﬂuence a fundamental
shift in power in the television industry.
Are you watching television programming
differently than you did a year or two ago?
At least a third of you will answer yes to that
question. More and more Americans are
using time-shifting on the DVR, streaming
programming to the TV, and watching video on
the Web or mobile devices – and consequently
watching signiﬁcantly less of their video
programming “live.”
SAY Media, in partnership with IPG Media
Lab, comScore and TRU, recently did a study
on two groups that, because of changing viewing
habits, are becoming very difﬁcult for advertisers
to reach via the interruptive ad model: “opt-outs”
and “on-demanders.” Opt-outs watch no live TV
but stream an average of four hours of video
content a week; on-demanders still watch live TV,
but they watch more time-shifted and streamed
content and less live TV than they did in previous
years. Both groups are still very culturally plugged
in and consume lots of media.
Until recently, the broadcast television
industry has been characterizing these people
as a small but growing group with potential
to cause trouble someday. Yet these “off-thegridders” already represent about one-third of the
online 18+ audience, or approximately 56 million
people, according to comScore. Both groups
understand digital media well and know how
to ﬁnd programming online, making networks
increasingly obsolete. They also heavily consume
video, with average weekly video viewing at 30
hours for on-demanders and 21 hours for optouts. On-demanders own an average of 5.4 media
ABOUT THE AUTHOR

devices, with the general Internet population not
far behind at 4.6 devices. This relatively small gap
proves that this model has the potential to grow
signiﬁcantly in the not-so-distant future.
This systemic shift in consumption of
programming is all in the direction of giving
consumers more control of their experience,
allowing programming to be watched whenever
and wherever people choose. But while this is
a blessing for consumers, it presents the timetested advertising model with a major disruption .
Viewers value their time. The off-the-grid
population uses technology to bring greater
efﬁciency into their lives. By hitting the fast-

“AVOIDING ADS ISN’T
DIFFICULT, SO LOTS
OF IMPRESSIONS ARE
DELIVERED BUT NOT SEEN.”
forward button or opening a new browser tab
during pre- and mid-roll ads, viewers make
clear that they value their time more than the
advertiser’s message. On-demanders react more
negatively toward advertising than other groups,
which they attribute to the number of ads they
encounter. Acceptance of ads goes down as the
number of ads shown goes up.
With all the control at their ﬁngertips, when
consumers are presented with an ad they do a
bit of mental math. Do I want to watch the ad?
Usually no. Can I avoid it? Usually yes. When
those two conditions apply, the advertiser is
shut out. But sometimes the technology traps

consumers and forces them to watch an ad.
Sometimes it’s too much hassle to get away.
Then, the consumers will grit their teeth and
tolerate the ad. Advertisers are fond of saying
that they are trying to create a relationship with
consumers, but a relationship in which one party
suffers through their time with the other is a poor
relationship.
All these issues factor into the future
business model of programming networks and
cable systems, and provide real challenges for
marketers. Avoiding ads isn’t difﬁcult, so lots
of impressions are delivered but not seen. The
modern marketer must do things differently to
successfully reach the consumer.
In the past, advertising existed on the
idea that because advertisers support the
programming people watch, they deserve a
portion of the audience's attention. Big reach
meant simply bombing a broad demographic at
a high frequency, but throwing a single message
at a broad demographic doesn’t make sense
anymore. The modern marketer starts with
smaller communities, generally gathered around
speciﬁc areas of interest, and speaks to them in
their language about the things they care about.
The world is changing. Out of necessity, new
business relationships and models must respect
the increased power that consumers have over
their media consumption. We can all wish for
a time when buying on television was easy and
effective. But consumers drop off the advertising
grid every day, and we have to learn new and
engaging ways to reach them.

Matt Rosenberg is vice president of solutions for SAY Media. Prior to joining SAY Media, Matt was at the award-winning
digital creative agency Big Spaceship. Matt also founded the Los Angeles office for OmniCom agency Organic.
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ADVERTISING
PLATFORM
DESIGNED FOR
ENGAGEMENT

RICH BRAND EXPERIENCES

WHEREVER THEY ARE

CONVERSATIONAL

BRANDED CONTENT

An array of advertising products
designed to deliver engagement
across thousands of quality
environments, reaching 400+ million
consumers around the globe.

The same engaging experience is
available across thousands of
third-party applications on phones
and tablets.

The SAY platform enables brands to
ignite real conversations by aligning
with inﬂuential writers and their
active communities.

Custom content programs syndicate
brand experiences across a tailored
collection of sites and communities.
Branded content and conversations
are aggregated in social hubs and on
social platforms.

Voyeur
Chic
The Sartorialist is not just
fashion media — it’s passion
media, and it’s an important
cultural force.
From the late Alexander McQueen to punkgoddess Vivienne Westwood, fashion luminaries
have long looked to street style for inspiration.
Famed fashion blogger and hipster demigod,
Scott Schuman (aka The Sartorialist), has taken
this idea to the next level and, in doing so, has
upended fashion’s sacred hierarchy. Schuman’s

Meet some
more voices
we love.
BEE YIN LOW
rasamalaysia.com
FOOD

style icons aren’t stomping the runways of Paris
or gracing red carpets without their underwear.
Instead, they’re strolling the streets of Milan,
sneaking a smoke in Florence or ﬁxing a pothole in
New York — ordinary people, extraordinary style.
These mere mortals may not be “on trend” or
“in fashion.” But to Schuman, it doesn’t matter.
His interests lie in individual taste and personal
expression. He captures images and posts them
online for the world to see, creating a sort of
digital park bench for the ultimate peoplewatching experience.
What started as a simple side project has
thrust Schuman into the fashion industry’s
limelight. He was recently named one of TIME
magazine’s top 100 design inﬂuencers.
Schuman’s new brand of fashion
photojournalism has redeﬁned inﬂuence in the
notoriously closed world of high fashion. His
love of design and the images he creates are the

Bee’s passion for preserving
authentic Asian cooking
through practical, easyto-understand recipes
has earned her blog, Rasa
Malaysia, over 1.5 million
page views and more than
500,000 visitors per month,
making it the largest
independent Asian recipe
site on the Internet.

HELIO
CASTRONEVES
heliocastroneves.com/
blog
SPORTS

epitome of passion-based media: media created
by and for people with passion.
In today’s fragmented mediascape, smart
brands and marketers need to understand
where engaged audiences are spending time
and attention. For the fashion industry, it’s less
about mainstream publications such as Vogue
and Harper’s Bazaar and more about sites and
communities like The Sartorialist and Style
Rookie.
Partnering with inﬂuencers like Schuman
gives brands the opportunity to not only engage
a deeply passionate community but also to be a
part of the conversations happening at the center
of culture.
To ﬁnd out how to ignite conversations around
your brand by working with The Sartorialist
and other inﬂuential voices across a variety of
categories, visit saymedia.com/media.

At the age of 27, Helio won
the Indianapolis 500 in both
2001 and 2002, becoming
the youngest driver to win
the race twice and the only
driver ever to win in his
or her ﬁrst two attempts.
Helio’s status as a touring
sports star and man-abouttown is documented in his
blog, helioscastroneves.com.

Bess’s reputation on Wall
Street consists of being
ballsy and fearless. She
is credited with forging
an entirely new genre
of ﬁnancial writing: The
Tabloid.

BESS LEVIN
dealbreaker.com
BUSINESS
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BY DANA WOOD
Dana Wood has been a beauty and wellness journalist for
20 years and is the author of “Momover: The New Mom’s
Guide to Getting It Back Together” (Adams Media) and
happily blogs at momover.net. She is also the curator of
the Parenting channel on the SAY 100.

Power Acoustik
This ceiling-mount car
DVD player helps with
long road trips.
(Best Buy, $529.99)

Polaroid CZA-05300B PoGo
Instant Digital Camera
The best of both worlds: digital Polaroid. I
get instant gratiﬁcation without the worry
of whether the ﬁlm will be out of stock.
(Amazon.com, $325)
Svan High Chair
These chic high chairs are the go-to in the category
right now. Very design-y.
(Svanstore.com, $279.95)

Phil & Teds Vibe 2
This hot stroller is sturdy and looks great,
plus it offers tons of bells and whistles.
(pishposhbaby.com, $699.99)

Not Rational Hansel Diaper Bag
These bags have a post-baby life,
which is always awesome. And the
black nylon one is deﬁnitely
dad-friendly. They also offer
leather versions (which are beloved
by celebs), but those break my
critter-loving heart.
(Blissdiaperbags.com, $590)
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The Mamas & Papas Ripple Bouncer
These sleek bouncy chairs (and no, that
isn’t an oxymoron) are fairly inexpensive
and sure to be much appreciated.
(mamasandpapas.com, $79.99)

AmazingClubs.com
Wine of the Month Club
Because drinking generally
goes through the roof
with housebound parents.
(Amazingclubs.com, $31.95
per month and up)

THERE’S MORE TO LIFE THAN A VOLVO. THERE’S BEING NAMED AN
AUTOMOBILE MAGAZINE 2011 ALL-STAR, BEING RECOGNIZED AS
HAVING ONE OF WARD’S 10 BEST ENGINES*, AND BEING KNOWN
FOR MORE THAN JUST INNOVATIVE SAFETY TECHNOLOGY. THAT’S
WHY YOU DRIVE THE ALL-NEW VOLVO S60.

Introducing the All-New Volvo S60. It doesn’t just stop for awards; it stops for pedestrians, too – even if you don’t
– with its revolutionary Pedestrian Detection Safety Technology.** Equipped with a choice of 250hp or 300hp
turbocharged engines and a stunningly designed interior, see why the S60 is one of the most acclaimed Volvos
ever, starting from $38,300.†

THE ALL-NEW 300HP AWD VOLVO S60
VOLVOCARS.CA
©2011 Volvo Cars of Canada Corp. “Volvo. for life” is a registered trademark used under license by Volvo Cars of Canada Corp. Always remember to wear your seat belt. Visit volvocars.ca. *Ward’s 10 Best Engines of 2011 awarded to the 3.0L turbocharged T6 300hp engine. **Pedestrian
Detection system is intended to help the driver avoid collisions with pedestrians at speeds below 35 km/h by automatically applying braking should the driver fail to react. The system is designed to provide assistance to the driver only and is not intended to substitute for driver awareness or
safe operation of a motor vehicle. Always exercise caution when operating a motor vehicle. †MSRP of a new 2011 S60 T6 or 2012 S60 T5. Excludes freight and PDI, administration fee, air conditioning tax (where applicable). License, insurance, registration and other applicable taxes and
fees are extra. Offer is subject to change without notice. Retailer may sell for less. Retailer order/trade may be necessary. Some terms/conditions apply. See your Volvo Retailer for full details. Vehicles may not be exactly as shown.

THE DOGSTER PUBLISHING GROUP
IS NOW A PART OF THE SAY FAMILY.
A Top 5 destination for dog and cat enthusiasts, Dogster
Publishing offers an award-winning group of pet-focused
sites attracting almost 15 million visitors annually.
SAY is delighted to have the Dogster team join us as we
continue to build a modern media company.

